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The Coffee Break Sales Page
You have in your hands The Coffee Break Sales Page guide. Written to explain what you
need to include in your sales page.

But before we start, a quick disclaimer: You can write a short sales page in the time it takes
you to drink a coffee… but if it takes longer, it doesn’t matter. Yes, the focus of this guide is
speed, but getting something completed so that you can use it, is the important thing.

The sooner you have a sales page online, the sooner you can use it.

The sense of accomplishment you feel when you get a sales page online is powerful. It is
soul-feeding and motivating. That is what you need; a finished sales page and a sense of
accomplishment. Without that, you cannot make sales.

So yes, I say that you can write a short sales page in the time it takes to drink a coffee… but
if it takes half an hour… an hour… or longer… so what?

What is important is that you get it done and online. You can edit and make changes to it
later if it requires it. I’m not saying that you should publish any old tat, but it doesn’t need to
be perfect.

This guide is for a quick short sales page which is ideal for cheaper products. Generally, if
your product is going to be £$97 or over… you will need a longer sales page. For that, I
suggest taking a look at my book How To Sell More Products And Services Using The
Written Word.

This is the short sales page template which includes the following sections and elements:
Sections are in Black, Elements are in Red.

1 - Pre-Headline [Optional]
2 - The Headline
3 - Picture [Optional]
4 - Intro/Lead
5 - Body Copy/Story
6 - Subheadings
7 - Product Reveal & Picture Of Product
8 - Benefits - Sell Futures Not features
9 - Bullet Points
10 - Proof
11 - Bonuses [Optional]
12 - Guarantee/Risk Reversal
13 - Call To Action & Payment Button
14 - Sign Off
15 - Postscripts (PS… PPS…)
16 - Legalities & Business Details

Let’s take a look at each section and element in more detail.

1 - Pre-Headline: [Optional]

https://andileeman.com/how-to-sell-more/
https://andileeman.com/how-to-sell-more/


The pre-headline is used to support a strong headline. It is the line which comes before the
headline but is often read after the headline due to the size of the text. It can be either bigger
or smaller. You do not need to use a pre-headline. Only use it if your headline needs it.

Examples: ‘Learn…’  ‘Revealed…’ ‘Do You Want To Know…’ ‘New For Summer 2022…’
‘Only 50 Copies Available…’

2 - The Headline:

Your headline is your ‘hook’ and it needs to be strong to grab the reader's attention. It can
use curiosity, tell a story or make a strong claim (as long as it is factual and legally correct).

The purpose of the ‘hook’ is to ‘hook in’ the reader. The job of the headline (and every line of
text after it) is to get the reader to read the next line.

Examples:

How To Write A PROFITABLE Sales Page…
In The Time It Takes To Drink A Cup Of Coffee!

The headline is usually the first thing that people see and if it doesn’t capture a person’s
attention, it might be the last thing they see.

The headline only has a few seconds to grab a reader's attention and so it NEEDS to be
strong. Highly paid sales page writers will spend hours writing headlines testing out different
variations.

Some say that you should spend the same amount of time working on your headline as you
do the rest of the sales page. So if you take one hour to write the sales page from top to
bottom, you should spend an hour working on your headline.

If your headline fails to grab a reader’s attention or stimulate enough curiosity and interest
for them to read the next line… then it doesn’t matter how long or how little you spend on the
rest of your sales page because it won’t get read.

It’s that important!

The headline and every line after it needs to be designed and crafted to have the reader
wanting to read the line that follows.

In The Coffee Break Sales Page Template, you can modify and decorate specific words in
the Pre-Headline, Headline, Intro/Lead and Subheadline sections using a series of code
commands. They are listed at the end of this guide with a list of what they do, how to use
them and examples. Watch the video to see them being used.

3 - Picture: [Optional]

A picture can reinforce the hook in the headline and can make the sales page more visually
pleasing. We humans are mostly visual creatures and we like to ‘see’ what we are being
sold.



A picture of people who resemble your target audience can have readers identifying with
them. If they identify with the people in the image on your sales page… convincing them to
buy is a lot easier.

The picture of the cup of coffee in the image below is selling ‘time’.

It reinforces the fact that it doesn’t take a lot of time to drink a cup of coffee and if you can
write a sales page in the time it takes to drink a cup of coffee, then that is good. Is it not?

*You can add images throughout your sales page where they will add visual detail, proof and
reinforce the written copy. Feel free to use more images but to prevent over-using them,
remember that less is often more.

4 - Intro/Lead:

This comes after the headline (and picture) and continues the theme of the headline, often
reiterating and reinforcing the objective of the headline. It expands on the headline giving
more detail.

Example:

Soon You’ll Be Able To Write The Perfect Sales Page…
That’ll Make Sales For You... On Autopilot!

5 - Body Copy/Story:

This doesn’t need to be long. Not for the kind of sales letter that should be completed in the
time it takes you to drink a coffee. A story can be short and sweet but it needs to remind the
reader of a pain or problem that they experienced before they use the product you are
selling.

The reader needs to identify with that problem.

Example: Before I learned how to write profitable sales pages in as little as 10 minutes
during my coffee break, I would spend hours trying to figure out what to write. Tedious hour



after tedious hour was spent writing what could only be described as ‘garbage’ in the hope
that it would make a sale.

The struggle was real… until I discovered the system that I am going to share with you
today.

A short paragraph or two will do, but if you want to expand and write more, then do so. As a
rule of thumb, the more content there is (as long as it is useful and relevant) the greater the
chance of making the sale. Just don’t overdo it with pointless waffle.

An important point to remember; humans are emotional buyers. It is that part of the brain
that a sales page needs to connect with and talk to. Most people’s purchases are based on
an emotional decision. Once they have bought the product, they will use logic and reason to
justify and rationalise the purchase. Let them deal with the rationalising of the purchase
later… your job is to draw out their desire, stoke it and convince them that your product is
the one they need.

You need to use emotive and descriptive words, words which help paint a picture in the
reader's mind. A picture of the pain they currently feel and/or the pleasure of a future they
want. This is best done using story.

Example: It’s just another typical winter’s Monday morning. The alarm goes off at stupid
o’clock. With a heavy heart, I turn it off and reluctantly drag my sorry ass out of bed. Too
early for the central heating, the cold air stings my skin. I fumble around in the dark, trying
my hardest to get dressed without waking up the wife.

Eventually I sneak out of the bedroom, and head downstairs to make a coffee for the road.
My eyes heavy and still half closed, I wrap myself up in my thickest coat, wrap a scarf
around my head, drag a woolly hat over my ears and quietly sneak out of the back door into
the cold and dark.

The freezing December air hits me like a punch to the face. My breath clouding in front of
me, making the heavy fog thicker. Navigating the icy slabs, I make it to my car without
slipping over and losing my coffee over the driveway. What would I give to be back in my
bed again. I hate my Monday mornings, the commutes are long and boring and I often spend
an hour or two sitting in non-moving traffic jams breathing in poisonous heavy fumes from
the vehicles in front.

But that was then… this is now...

Now I wake when I want. I leave the comfort of my warm bed at a time only I chose and I
start work only when my office is filled with bright soul-enriching warm sunlight. I never start
work until I have enjoyed at least two mugs of steaming black coffee in the garden… or the
sun lounge if it’s too cold outside.

I work no longer than four hours a day… although usually I work just two. I spend more time
with my children than I ever have, I have no work-related stress, there are no office politics
dragging me down, or work colleagues I need to avoid… and more importantly… I earn five
times more than I did when I had a job, yet I work less than half the hours I used to do…
without the long boring commutes to the office which often resulted in sitting in traffic jams
for an hour at a time sucking on heavy diesel fumes.

6 - Subheadings:



Subheadings are used for several reasons. Firstly they are for the ‘scanners’ who scroll
down a sales page trying to see what it is all about. As they scroll, specific and vital parts of
the sales page jump out at them.

The subheadings should be written in a way that they themselves tell a story to the
‘scanner’. They are written in an order that will quickly make sense to the reader.

They are also a great way to repeat vital information and frame it in a more powerful way
which makes the reader want to read more of the body copy and learn more.

Subheadings also break up the text and make the sales page a lot more visually pleasing to
the eye. Nothing is more off-putting than a sales page which is just a page of long
paragraphs made up of the same sized font and reads like a novel.

If a sales page is hard to read… people won’t read them. It’s as simple as that.

The use of subheadings makes a sales page a lot easier to read and digest.

7 - Product Reveal & Picture Of The Product:

This is quite self explanatory. People need to know what it is that you want them to buy so
you have to reveal the product. That means naming the product which is central to your offer
including an image of what the product is.

The image will be a representation of the product itself. If what you are offering is an eBook,
then they are not actually getting anything to hold but that doesn’t mean that you cannot or
should not include an image of an eBook like these:

If your product includes video training, you can show a monitor or a tablet showing the
videos or the members area. Whatever it is that you are selling, you should use a visual
representation of the product in your sales letter so that people have an idea of what they
are buying.

The product reveal is where you explain what your product can do for people and it is here
that you incorporate the next two sections/elements:

8 - Benefits - Sell Futures not features:



The whole purpose of a sales page is to sell a solution to a problem, to elevate a pain and
sell a future where the reader is not in pain, does not have a problem and is enjoying a much
better life to the one they are currently living.

Bad sales material list features such as:

‘The tightly woven copper and gold mix wired motor gives 3 stable speeds’.

Good sales material list benefits and a better future such as:

‘With 3 stable speeds; you will finish your work in half the time it currently takes, allowing you
to get home early and spend more quality time with your loved ones’.

In truth, very few people understand what a tightly woven mix of copper and gold mix wired
motor actually is or does. It means very little.

But they do understand what completing a job in half the time, leaving work early and
spending more quality time with their family means.

They can picture that in the mind. It paints a visual story which they know they will enjoy.
And you know how powerful a story can be once it is rooted in a person’s mind.

9 - Bullet Points:

Bullet points are a great way to repeat specific benefits and points reinforcing your sales
message without sounding like you are simply repeating yourself. Bullet points are powerful
as they are condensed and easy to digest chunks of vital information.

Example:

● By knowing what to write before you sit down at the computer, you can write a sales
page within the time it takes you to drink your coffee.

● It takes the average person 20 minutes to drink a coffee… that is more than
enough time to write a profitable sales page… however, if it takes longer but
you still have a finished sales page which generates thousands of pounds in
sales by turning readers into buyers… is that a bad thing?

● There is nothing complicated about writing a sales page… not when you have an
easy-to-follow guide and template which turns thinking time into writing time allowing
you to write a sales page in 20 minutes… give or take.

● Even if you take an hour to write your sales page instead of 20 minutes… the
fact that the guide and template forced you to focus and helped you to actually
get a sales page written which can make you money… is still worth the money
you paid for it… and much more.

● A  finished sales page online making sales is far better than an unfinished sales page
making absolutely nothing… zip… nada. Isn’t it?

Try and have at least 10 bullet points on your sales letter repeating and highlighting the most
important benefits and points of your sales message.



10 - Proof:

Use proof, such as social proof, true stories and testimonials to remove any doubts readers
may have about your product.

If in doubt, proof it out.

Use as many benefit driven testimonials and stories as proof as you can. It is better if the
testimonial or story talks about how the customer/clients life has been improved.

‘Since learning how to write a sales page in the time it takes to drink a cup of coffee, I have
saved hours and hours of my precious time AND have several converting sales pages
online, all making sales on autopilot. This week I have already made £250 in passive income
from my sales pages… and it’s only Wednesday!’

That is a lot better than:

‘I love The Coffee Break Sales Page. It is a good product, Andi is a cool guy and you need to
buy it now.’

One addresses a problem and delivers a better future where time is saved and money is
made… the other basically says that I am a cool guy and I have made a good product…
which I like to think is true… but no matter how much I like the compliment, it isn’t doing
much for the promotion of the actual product.

Which one would help to convince you to buy the product?

If you do not yet have any testimonials of your own, use proof by finding stories which echo
or reinforce the results your product can deliver.

Example: The legendary copywriter Bartholomew Postlelwaite admitted in a rare interview
that out of his 10 best performing sales pages, 7 of them - which have collectively amassed
nearly $15 million - were written in 15 minutes or less. In the interview - which you can hear
here (not a real link) - he said ‘I would pour myself a hot cup of black, sit back and write. My
aim was to have the sales letter written by the time I had finished my coffee. If it wasn’t
finished… I’d pour another cup and aim to have it finished by the time I had drunk that one
too.’

Please note: the above story is made up to be used as an example. You should never make
up stories to pass them off as proof as that will do the exact opposite when people find out…
and trust me... people will find out if you have been lying.

Only use true stories and testimonials to prove that your product does what it says it will do.

11- Bonuses:

Adding bonuses to your product helps to increase sales because it increases the overall
value of the product.

The use of bonuses turns a product into an offer. An offer is a combination of your product,
bonuses and a desired result.



The use of bonuses should at least double the value of the price you are asking for the
product. So if the product you are selling is priced at £97, the bonuses want to have a value
of £97 making the overall value of your offer £194.

Value stacking is one of the secrets that marketers use to generate more sales. Many
marketers will 10Xs the value of the actual price of the product. So if the product is priced at
£97, the bonuses they add as an incentive to buy the product would have a combined value
of £970.

People are only paying £97… so how can they pass up on an offer which has a total value of
£1,067 (£97 + £970)? Think of all of that extra valuable content and information they are
receiving for that one £97 payment. It would be madness to pass up all of that!

Price is relative (and subjective) and so you can add an exclusive 30 minute video training
and give it a value of £97 as long as what is shown in the video can earn the viewer at least
double the price.

Value and worth are two different things. A £97 video could be worth tens of thousands of
pounds (dollars/euros) to a person if they follow what they are shown to the letter and build a
successful business. It could also be worth zero if a person watches it and does absolutely
nothing.

The great thing about digital products is that once they are made and added to the
download/members page, they cost nothing to be delivered and you do not need to do much
either so it is incredibly easy to stack value on your product using a combination of extra
videos, audio recordings and eBooks.

Bonuses can be:
eBooks & short reports.
Check lists.
Videos.
Podcasts & audio recordings.
Templates.
Exclusive one-to-one 15-30 minute call. (I’ve seen people price calls like these at over £97…
often around the £197 price.)
Direct personal email support. (This is another simple bonus which adds a lot of value. I’ve
seen people charge £97 per month to have email access to the product creator.)

Make sure that you add at least one bonus which at least doubles the value of the product.
Once it is made and in place, you need not do anything else.

12 - Guarantee:

You should offer a strong guarantee with your product. A guarantee helps to make sales
because it takes the risk out of the buyers hands and puts it firmly in yours. If they make a
purchase and they find it is not right for them, they can ask for a refund and get their money
back.

Some marketers say that offering a strong guarantee can lower refund rates. A strong
guarantee helps people to make the decision to buy and gets them inside your product
where they can be ‘blown away’ by all of your content and value. When that happens, asking
for a refund is the last thing on their mind.



A strong guarantee such as a ‘60 Day No Questions Asked Full Money Back Guarantee’
builds trust and confidence in you as a seller.

Some people choose to not offer a guarantee and refuse to refund buyers. I have seen
several people in the US and the UK do this. I am not sure where you stand legally with this
so it’s worth checking that out before you state that no refunds can be given.

However, having a non-refund policy and not offering a guarantee, you know that the people
who have decided to part with their money have thought long and hard before hitting the Buy
Now button.

By clearly stating that you do not offer refunds on purchases, you are repelling bad buyers.
You won’t have to deal with refunds and serial refunders who waste your time and steal your
content. I hate to say it, there are some people who will buy a product intending to ask for a
refund as soon as they have access. They either purchase the product to see what it is or to
simply steal it.

When a product is delivered digitally like an eBook or online course, they can access the
content, download it and then ask for a refund. It happens, but I am happy to say that it is
only a small number of people who do it. And if you are offering a digital product, you haven’t
lost a lot other than your time spent creating the product… which is little once you realise
that the time spent creating a product diminishes with each sale.

But the losses are made up by all of the extra sales a strong guarantee and refund policy
can help generate.

I have an eBook selling for £2.99, I set it to such a low price to reduce refund requests. Most
people can afford to lose £2.99. It’s not a big loss and for what you get, it’s actually great
value, yet I still had a guy ask for a refund, even though he has now downloaded the book.

Needless to say, I have since removed him from my email list because if he wants a refund
on a £2.99 eBook, he is not serious about investing in himself and is highly likely to ask for a
refund on other products. I am not selling a £97 product to him only for him to ask for a
refund. You may say that is harsh, but I am a busy chap and I don’t have time for people like
that… and neither do you.

If you choose to go down the no-refunds policy, you will need to clearly state that on your
sales letter so that there is no doubt and no legal come back on you.



The above image is an example of a no-refund policy on one of Ben Settle’s sales pages
placed right above the Add To Cart button. If anyone buys the book, then it's their own
decision at their own risk because they have been well and truly warned.

13 - Call To Action & Payment Button:

You are selling a product or service and so you need a button which people can click to
access the payment page. Some payment processors like Stripe and Paypal only allow you
to add one button to a sales page unless you use a dedicated plugin or software system.

For a short sales page, one button is enough. If you can get a second or third on the page
then do so. Give people as many opportunities as possible to access the payment page and
buy your product.

The whole idea of a sales page is to make it as easy as possible for the reader to buy from
you. Buyers need leading. They can dither if they are not given strong direction so you need
to include a strong Call To Action where your Buy Now buttons are.

Example: ‘Don’t delay, click the button below and get instant access to…’, Click the Buy
Now button, fill out your details and get instant access to…’

Remember… Tell the buyer what to do next and you cannot go wrong.

14 - Sign Off:

End your sales page by personally signing off.

I recommend that you have an image of your signature (not your actual day-to-day signature
- this is one for your sales letters) and an image of yourself. This adds trust and confidence
that the buyer is buying from a real person.

You don’t have to use the images, you can simply sign of with:

Kind Regards
[Your name]

But as I say, a real looking signature helps with generating sales and once you have that
picture, you can use it in all of your sales pages.

If you create a sales page template of your own using The Coffee Break Sales Page
Template, then you do not need to do anything to this section when you create a new sales
page. The image of you and your signature will be copied into any new templates.

15 - Postscripts (PS… PPS…):



At the end of your sales page you need to have at least two postscripts and no more than
three.

The postscript area is the section most people go to after they have read the headline. Some
say that it is the most read section of a sales page after the headline.

When sales letters were mailed to people, studies made of people receiving a mailing
showed that when people opened the envelope they looked at the headline first, then they
wanted to know who was sending the mailing so they turned the mailing over to look at the
signature on the back page which as we know…is right above the postscript section.

So after the headline, the postscript section was very often the next piece of vital information
a person read after seeing who had sent the mailing.

With online sales letters, people generally do the same only this time they usually have an
idea first of who the sales page is from but they still scroll down to the bottom of the page to
see what the price is and get an idea of what the product is before reading the rest of the
sales page (which is why you repeat vital parts as subheadings as they scroll).

And so it is in the postscript sections where you repeat, reiterate and reinforce the most
IMPORTANT information of your sales page.

You use the postscript section to repeat and reinforce the price of the product, what the
product can do for a person, what results people can enjoy after they purchase the product,
and/or what bonuses people are getting including the total value of the bonuses.

You can use bullet points in the postscript section too.

Example:

PS... With only 50 places available, £1,997 in bonus and the first 15 people to sign up
getting exclusive one-on-one coaching with me worth £500, I expect places to go fast.
So don’t delay and order today.

PPS... A week after joining you could be enjoying results like these:

● Jon Smith made £5,000 landing just two clients thanks to one Facebook post using
the same Facebook post template that I give you.

● Gladis Gladiola landed three clients after posting only twice to a Facebook group and
made £7,000… two days later one of her customers paid for a 3 month contract
generating a further £6,495!

● Simon Templeman landed two clients for his £5,000 mentoring programme after
posting a short 3 minute video to Instagram!

The late great French author and copywriter, Christian Godefroy, didn’t use postscripts for
many years, when he decided to test them out, his sales increased by 30%. He realised that
over the years he hadn’t been using them, he had missed out on tens of thousands of
pounds of extra income all because he hadn’t spent a few extra minutes writing out a few
extra sentences.

Postscripts can be incredibly easy to write because you basically repeat parts of the sales
letter. Today you can simply copy and paste a few lines and change them up a little and you
are done.



16 - Legalities And Business Details:

This is the boring stuff. At the end of your sales page you need to include legalities such as
earnings, income and ‘your results may differ’ disclaimers. Some countries may not require
them legally but platforms like Facebook do so if you want to advertise and share your sales
page on those platforms you need to show disclaimers.

You will need to link to a Privacy Policy page and a Terms and Conditions page. Again,
some countries may not require this, but companies like Google and Facebook do, so it's
worth doing so that your sales page can be shared far and wide.

You need to include business details such as your business name and contact details so that
people can contact you or a business representative if they need to. An email address or a
phone number will do.

I would include a full address too but I don’t think you need to. An address shows that you
are a real and genuine business. An address for a post office/mail box will do if you don’t
want to use your own address.

If you are an officially registered company include any business numbers that are assigned
to you.

None of the above needs to be big. They can be added at the bottom of the sales page in a
smaller font so that they do not interrupt or ruin the feel of your sales page. I normally
separate this section from the rest of the sales page with a line or some kind of break so that
people can see that it is just the required legal guff and has nothing to do with the actual
sales letter content itself.

What’s Next?

Okay, so that is the formula of The Coffee Break Sales Page. I know, at first glance there is
a lot to take in. But isn’t that always the case when you start to learn something new?

Once you master writing sales pages, you will be able to knock them up in no time.

The Code Commands For The Pre-Headline, Headline, Intro/Lead and Subheadline
Sections. (Please refer to the video to see them being used.)

<strike>Word</strike> -  Strikethrough. Puts a line through a word or words.

<mark>Word</mark> - Highlights a word or words with a yellow block. Strength of the yellow
varies from theme to theme. WordPress websites use different themes.

<i>Word</i> - Italics. This command makes a word slant in a traditional italic style.

<u>Word</u> - Underline. This adds a line under a word or words.

<b>Word</b> - Bold. This command makes a word or words bold.

<tl>Word</tl> - This command adds a bullet point • to your sentence.



<ul></ul> - This command adds an extra space between bullet points. Can be
temperamental in different WordPress themes.

<span style="color:#E70000">Word</span> - Font Colour. This command allows you to give
a word or words a specific colour.

Examples:

This code:

The <u><i>Real Secret</i> </u>To Earning More And Living More... By <u>Working
Less</u>!

As seen below in the small box to the left of the picture, creates the headline on the right of
the picture. The words ‘Real Secret’ are in italics and underlined and the words ‘Working
Less’ are also underlined.

This code:

That'll Make Sales For You... <span style="color:#E70000"><u>On Autopilot</u>!</span>

as seen below in the small box to the left of the picture, has underlined the words ‘On
Autopilot!’ and turned them red. As seen in the headline on the right of the picture.

Watching the video will make it more clear.

Additional Information:

Over Deliver On Value: ‘Buyer’s remorse’ is a thing, and the best ways to prevent a buyer
having ‘buyers remorse’ and prevent refunds is to deliver a product which does EXACTLY
what you say it does, and then some!

If your product is expensive, doesn’t deliver and is short on content and value… then you will
have unhappy customers asking for a refund.

Give them more in value than what they paid you for your product.



Too many people are greedy. They have seen how powerful a well written sales letter can be
and so they ramp up the price and try to make tens of thousands as fast as they can. That is
not only wrong, it can be self-destructive.

It will damage your reputation and your ability to sell more products in the future. You will
have low numbers of repeat customers and will need to keep finding new customers to
replace those you have mugged off.

If you charge £100 for your product… give them 10 times the value. Or if you cannot deliver
that amount of value, at least give them double the value.

Value is subjective. Some people will think that you have given them thousands of pounds
worth of value, whereas others will think that you sold them short. As the saying goes, you
cannot please all of the people of the time.

As long as you please most people, the others… well, they can just go and cry themselves
to sleep. It’s not like you are scamming them… they may think that you are, but you really
aren’t. Not if you are over delivering on value. You have a right to make money just as much
as anyone else.

Remember, value and worth are two very different things. If a person buys your product and
does nothing with it, then the worth is the cover price… if a person who bought your product,
uses it and builds a six-figure business from what they learned, then the product was worth a
hell of a lot more than what they paid for it.

Okay, so it is now over to you. Get writing, that is the only way to learn and master the
basics. Read and re-read sections so that you remember what each sales page needs and
simply keep at it.

The more you do, the better you will become and the faster you will become. Once you have
mastered the skill of writing sales letters you will be able to write a simple one in the time it
takes to drink a cup of coffee… but if it takes longer… you really won’t mind because the
rewards far outweigh the loss of those extra few minutes.

It’s better to have a sales letter finished and live online making sales than not… no matter
how long it took you to write it.

If you have any questions, please feel free to email them to me at andi@andileeman.com.

All the best…

Andi Leeman - The Words We Use, Make Or Break Everything!

mailto:andi@andileeman.com

